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I. Introduction 

Generation of today can’t really wait for financial year to end and then to fill a so called Performance Report 

form on what all they have done throughout the year and then get praised. Further associated with long hour 

meetings with reporting managers and the list are long. That’s really not the need of hour. Rather than putting 

one full day on these formalities one would rather like to go and have some working fun, talk with friends or 

talk on what new apps are there these days on phone. As a result December 2015 end few more companies have 

taken a decision of throwing away the conventional practice of annual performance reviews.  

Companies like Adobe, GE, E&Y and Deloitte have agendas behind throwing away the most conventional 

practices adopted by firm. Once this was considered to be one of the crucial parameters to decide who is the 

best, whom to promote and who is suitable for which profile and foremost to decide on the compensation part. 

But now it has become a less preferred process to appraise people in different companies. All of the mentioned 

companies are taken hereby one by one to discuss all their agendas behind the big talk of the year “saying 

goodbye to annual performance reviews”. These below mentioned tables cover the “abandon” aspect as well as 

“adoption instead” aspect of these companies. 
A. Adobe: To inspire people to do their best. 

 

Reasons to Abandon What instead is adopted 

1. De-motivating for their employees, which eventually affected their bottom 

line.  

2. Stop using forced ranking to determine compensation for each employee.              
3. Distracting managers from their most meaningful work for weeks.  

4. Executives questioned (58%) believe that their current performance 

management approach drives neither employee engagement nor high 
performance.  

5. High voluntary attrition in the months after the reviews. 

6. Very time consuming for managers as complex infrastructure required 
approximately 80,000 hours of time from the 2000 managers at Adobe each 

time,  

7. Employees became frustrated and scared of the process as they would not 
know how they performed until that time of the year and not have an 

opportunity to improve. 

8. Even worse is when the employees are rated against their teammates to 
determine what they are worth financially to the organization. 

 Frequent check-in system, 

where the focus is on managers 
and employees to discuss 

coaching and feedback.     

 
Adobe’s check-in has 3 components: 

1. Expectations: It’s a collaborative 

process.                     
2. Feedback: From both the side to 

discuss expectations and adjust to them.                                                          

3. Growth and Development: Opportunity 
to share how they can grow in their 

current role and where they want to be 

career wise in the future. 

Abstract: This piece of research has covered the topic through the story of different four companies which 

all have decided to remove the annual performance rankings from their HR system. This paper throws light 

on what new practices these companies have adopted instead. As we all know that annual performance 

rankings also played a major role in deciding the compensation of individuals, but now with the changing 

rituals,  how these companies have changed the way they are compensating and what is the difference? This 

paper has elaborated how these companies have resolved the problems they were facing earlier with the old 

system and what all they have achieved through new improved way of appraising people. The conclusion 

part covers what aspects we as researcher understood and the further implications for these companies or 

any other company, which is going to remove annual performance ranking as an approach to rank their 

people. 
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B. E&Y: Increase the quality of discussions that leads to a high-quality outcome 

 

Reasons to Abandon What instead is adopted 

1. Loathsome process. 

2. Expensive and ineffectual  

3. Engagement levels dipped.  
4. For saving time. 

 

 Fortnightly "check-ins" between staff and managers. 

 Counseling at EY" career program  

 
C. GE: Let’s make a harmonious place for generations to come. 

 

Reasons to Abandon What instead is adopted 

1. Technology 

2. Over the past decade, the average manager's responsibilities have nearly doubled, 

from four to seven direct reports, according to CEB. This has led to a decrease in the 
amount of time that many managers spend informally coaching and mentoring any 

given employee.  

3. Downward trend in managerial feedback. 
4. Upward trend in feedback elsewhere in people's lives, whether from friends liking 

photos on social media or consumers giving product reviews. 

5. Corporate culture feels particularly discordant for younger generations. 
6. Increasing pace of change. Goals set at the beginning of the year may be out of date 

by the end of it.  

 Introducing an app to 

help managers and 
teammates share 

feedback. 

 
D. Deloitte: Recognizing, seeing and fueling performance. 

 

Reasons to Abandon What instead is adopted 

1. Need for a performance management system designed 

to guide employees into being more equipped experts 
in their line of business.  

2. Old system is increasingly out of step with our 

objectives.  
3. A low level of transparency,  

4. It was hierarchical, administratively heavy, and the 

calibration process particularly around ratings can be 
political and subjective. 

5. One employee described the process as 'a drive by 
shooting'. 

6. Performance management framework of many 

companies is actually geared to poor performers which 
constitute around 2 to 3 per cent in any organization, 

rather than the 97 per cent of workers performing at or 

above expectations. 
7. Implied subjectivity of ratings. 

 Nimbler, real-time performance assessment, "check 
ins", which are 10 minute face-to-face updates with a 

team leader, instigated by staff every week or fortnight. 

 Second component of the new system is a ten question 
survey sent to employees' mobile phones or tablets by 

team leaders each quarter, to test the pulse of staff in 

order to gauge whether a group is working cohesively 

and how the assignment is tracking. 

 The third element is a 10 minute, four questions online 
performance snapshot that managers complete each 

quarter around team members' individual performance.  

 
 

 

II. Goals of the Game Changers  

1. To inspire people to do their best work. 

2. Real-time management, which can be managed at a local office level. 

3. To fuel future performance rather than assessing it in the past. 

4. Let’s work towards removing the anxiety among employees. 

5. New regime is deliberately designed to focus less on negative performance and more on how to coach 

and develop the 97 per cent of Deloitte employees who do a good job, Recognizing, seeing and fueling 

performance. 

6. Immediate team leaders to evaluate their future intentions with team members instead of their skills. 

7. To increase the quality of discussions, get them happening more frequently, and define the behaviors 

that lead to a high-quality outcome.  

8. To make people feel wanted and to help them gain before they feel lost. 

III. Compensating the Better Way  

The first part is they analyze the market rate as well as how well each employee has met their goals in order to 

determine compensation. Whether between an employee and an immediate team leader or between co-workers, 

feedback cycles can be structured in any way. The feedback gathered over the course of a year is then used to 
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provide analytics on the learning and development process of a specific employee. This enables managers to 

quantitatively see how much an employee has improved themselves. The data could then be used to give 

compensation-related decisions, which are much more precise and fair. The new breed is more about generating 

a richer, nuanced view of every employee to facilitate better performance. (Bernard Marr, 2015) 

IV. And They Met Success  

At Adobe voluntary attrition has dropped by 30%. Managers and employees find system less cumbersome and 

more effective. Voluntary leaves are gradually declining. Employees who are performing at the top of their 

game feel valued, and employees who have room to improve feel supported and encouraged. Managers can now 

make their own decisions about salary increases and are trained on the most effective ways to make those 

decisions. More people receive recognition of what they're doing in real time. It has helped their leaders in 

building strong relationships with employees across the company. Ditching annual performance reviews has 

paid unexpected dividends. In this as in so much else, the real issue for leaders is culture. In your organization, 

is it culturally okay to be candid about performance, whether speaking upward, downward, or sideways? If so, 

your organization is probably an excellent performer. If not, then nothing else in the company will work well. 

Regardless of the evaluation tool being used, the culture needs changing. And change starts at the top. (Geoff 

Colvin, 2015) 

21st march 2014, during Innovation practitioners’ summit, Rachna Mukharjee, VP-HR, Aircel discussed about 

top 10 challenges faced by HR (with reference to PWC Report and SHRM Report). Out of many challenges 

provided in these reports, she spoke the most challenging tasks are Change Management and Leadership 

Development. And as therapy she mentioned that coaching and mentoring has to be focused and specific 

skills development should be a crucial part of it. There is a need for leaders needs to have a clear vision vis-à-

vis responsibility and as an organization we should have the equal focus to execute it. She also mentioned that 

during 2013 to 2014 financial year they had also escaped their KPI’s for sales team and as a result the sales had 

increased by 60%. There is a need to drop traditional approaches and let’s adopt simple yet need based 

approach.  

Deloitte is ecstatic to escape the scourge of forced rankings, noticed a positive influence on culture, this method 

encourages staff to ask managers 'How am I going, allowing them to tell managers what jobs they would rather 

work on, immediately determination of where is one lacking, how one can improve. There is actually nothing 

you can do as a leader to convince people they matter. What you can do is create conditions under which people 

conclude for themselves they matter. Knowing that I and my work are significant is something I must conclude 

for myself. How I am treated, how my contributions are valued, may influence the conclusion I draw. But 

ultimately, my significance is mine to discover. Every organization should work hard to create the conditions in 

which people choose to conclude that they, and their work, matter significantly. (Ron Carucci , 2015) 

It gives great coaching opportunity, more confrontational by nature, discusses about strengths as well as 

weaknesses and is more transparent. It is clear that leaders will be turned into coaches, and Managers now feel 

more open to feedback as they have learned how to talk to their reports in a more inclusive manner. Younger 

generation workers are not shy about telling you what they want. Their way of looking at the world and life is 

often misunderstood by later generation managers. They don’t buy into the concept of sitting at a cluttered desk 

ten hours a day trying to look busy for a boss. They see a bigger picture, leveraged by technology. This means 

the ability to add meaningful value from anywhere at any time. (Louis Efron, 2015) 

V. Nitty-Gritty  

There is no one-size-fit-all solution on how to help all of your employees perform at the highest level, it is 

important for HR people to understand that such change management will require time and resources. HR 

people have come out of their comfort zone and find ways to revolutionize their performance management 

process. The goal should be to inspire people to do their best work. It will help create teamwork instead of 

individualism, its liberating people. To build on people's strengths is regular, much more sense for talent 

dependent business, It has led dramatic increase in employee engagement and not to forget that the big data 

should not be regarded as a way to oversimplify someone’s performance. Instead, providing the richest possible 

snapshot of someone’s performance should be the next frontier. 

A bell curve may or may not paint an accurate picture of a worker's true value and contribution to their 

workplace. More agile structure to evaluate an employee is required, it gives managers to think, evaluate and 

manage the required changes in employee’s behavior, timely construction of required skills thus employees feel 

more engaged and empowered through regular coaching and mentoring system. 
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